POWERING THE MOONSHOT: USING TECHNOLOGY TO BUILD COMMUNITY AND CONNECT PARENTS WITH EARLY EDUCATION
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EQUALITY VS EQUITY
GAME RULES

- Read the basic information about your family and these directions.

- During this game you will be given bills to pay, challenges, and bonuses. Post the challenges and bonuses on your board. Where possible you will be given choices, but as in life sometimes you don’t have a choice. As a team make the best choice for your family.

- As you pay bills and handle life move the money from your income area to the expenses area. At the end of the game you will move any money left over from income into your savings area.

- At the start of the game you will have to pay your housing costs. Move your housing costs from your income area to the expenses area.

- 15 minutes into the game we will announce a brief (2-3 minute) gallery walk. Please quickly circulate the room to see how other families are doing during the month.

- Just after the gallery walk you will have your payday. At this time you will uncover the second half of your income area. This money is now yours to use.

- Have Fun! Remember to work as a team!
REFLECTION TIME!

- What did this exercise highlight?
- When looking at other groups, what were some common trends?
- How were the concepts/ideas of equity and equality played out?
(Y)OUR APP!

What and who is it for?

- Childcare questions answered
- Build community (built for and by parents)
- Improve campaigns and movements around childcare
- Accountability

📅 July 8, 2019 at 11am in Santa Fe, NM
QUESTIONS?